The effect of deamination and/or blocking arginine residues on the molecular assembly of acid-extracted rat tail tendon collagen.
We describe the effect of deamination of lysine and blocking of arginine residues on the assembly of collagen into native fibrils and SLS aggregates. Treatment of collagen solutions with one or both of these procedures does not prevent the formation of fibrils or SLS aggregates but reduces their ability to form assemblies with accurate longitudinal registration. These observations provide direct confirmation that hydrophobic interactions are important in collagen assembly. Unbanded fibrils were formed within the first 24 h at 4 degrees C from both acidic and neutralized deaminated and from neutralized control collagen solutions, transversely banded fibrils appearing later. This is compatible with the suggestion that initially, collagen fibrils are assembled by lyotropic liquid crystallization and with other observations which suggest that collagen molecules are initially free to move laterally within the fibril before being locked into place. Fibrils assembled from deaminated collagen solution show two variant longitudinal registration patterns which grade into one another. This suggests that, with a reduction in positively charged side chains, the thermodynamic energy minima responsible for longitudinal registration are less sharp compared with control collagen solutions. Reduction of positive charge by chemical modification helps to explain why the chemical modifications reduce swelling of collagen fibres. It also helps to explain why fibrils form spontaneously at 4 degrees C in both arginine-blocked and deaminated collagen solutions. Thus chemical modifications of rat tail tendon provides new insight into the mechanisms in collagen assembly.